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Bags 103 Sunshine Crossbody 
 

Dates:  

 

Times:  

 

Instructor: Chrissy Smedley (text 904-294-7531) 

 

Please have ALL materials cut prior to class.  This will allow for you 

to have a finished bag at the end of class. 

 

Supplies to bring to class: 

Sewing machine in working order with all cords and pedals  

Cotton piecing thread and bobbins already wound and ready 

to sew (I prefer a poly 40 wt thread)  

Scissors (large and small are generally useful in class)  

Thread snippers  

Seam ripper  

Rotary cutter and rulers (we recommend Creative Grids rulers  

and at least one ruler that is 3 ½” x 24 ½” and at least one  

additional ruler)  

Pin cushion and straight pins  

Small iron and ironing mat or wooly mat  

Small rotary cutter mat so you can cut at your seat  

Fabric marking pens or pencils  

Clips  

Zipper foot (NOT YOUR 1/4" FOOT)  

Walking foot  

Regular sewing foot  

 

Pattern:  Sunshine Crossbody by Bagstock (this is a free pattern that you 

should print or download on your device BEFORE coming to class.  

Please see the website for more information. 
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Fabric: 

  

*Fat qtr exterior  

*Lining Fabric: 1/2 yd cotton fabric  

*Contrasting Fabric: 1/4 yd  

*1/2 yard foam interfacing sew in or fusible  

*1 11" or longer #5 zipper (main zip closure)  

*1 8" or longer #5zipper (exterior zip pocket)  

*1 7" or longer #3 zipper (interior zip pocket)  

Optional for making the crossbody or you can just make the pouch  

*2  3/4" d rings  

*2  3/4"  swivel hooks  

*1  3/4" slider  

 

 


